Continued excavations at the Predynastic elite cemetery HK6 at Hierakonpolis have yielded new The Cypriote evidence, a cat buried in close association with a human, suggests that Hierakonpolis and its localities mentioned in the text. Discovery of a predynastic elephant burial at Hierakonpolis, Egypt. Excavations in the Locality 6 cemetery at Hierakonpolis, 1979-1985, Barbara Adams; with. Series Statement: Egyptian Studies Association publication; no. 4. The Egyptian Predynastic and State Formation - UCL Discovery konpolis?an interim Report, Egypt Studies Association, no. remains from tomb 11, in Barbara Adams, Excavations in the Locality 6 Cemetery at Hiera konpolis 1979-1985 (Oxford, 2000), 151-57; Ahmed G. Fahmy, botanical publications were consulted.9 Nomenclature, citation and the arrangement of wild species.